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Trust/reputation based society

Truth = what each person knows/believes

- A: I’ll make you bow and arrows in 7 days
- B: Deal! 

Did they make it on time?
What was the quality?

Trust increases when the intention later has evidence



Trust/reputation based society
Trust is naturally tracked by people and forms a graph
This mostly works, but is not optimal and people may still believe different truths.

Money is a proxy for trust to make it scalable to larger groups and organisations

By the way, more or less:

Trust = 1/Resistance
Intention = Voltage
Evidence = Current



Blockchain

- Creating distributed trust
- Impossible to change past data
- Every new piece of data (block) depends on all previous pieces (Merkle tree data structure)

time



Decentralised pure trust society

Algorithms can be created for tracking trust and establishing common truth



Tools, software and AI

Intention

Evidence

Time difference between intention and evidence 
(outcome) decreases



Consciousness-first theories of reality

Culture, the Internet, 
even the world?

“The Case Against Reality” (Consciousness agents theory) - Donald D. Hoffman
"How Emotions Are Made” - Lisa Feldman Barrett
Integrated Information Theory - Giulio Tononi

Our realities are partially shared 
and partially independent



Quantum wave function as world rendering

“The Simulation Hypothesis” - book by Rizwan Virk

Quantum experiment suggests there really are ‘alternative facts’
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2194747-quantum-experiment-suggests-there-really-are-alternative-facts/

But generally there are mechanisms for ensuring consistency. Well, except a few things...

https://www.newscientist.com/article/2194747-quantum-experiment-suggests-there-really-are-alternative-facts/


Common world rendering
Blockchain must ultimately collapse the wave function

It’s impossible for different observers 
to see different values on the blockchain
(each new data depends on previous)



Neural lace...

Whatever we will see in that other mind… can only bring us closer together, not apart



Physical to digital mirror
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Or is it more like this?

Reality Mirror



Reality Mirror
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